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TouchSource Taos

The TouchSource Taos combines robust digital directory software with a complete 
wellness package including infrared temperature sensing and contactless hand 
sanitizer. This turnkey solution is an attractive addition to any lobby or entrance as 
you re-open your building and public spaces after the pandemic.

Balance Wellness and Functionality
During these times of economic and public health uncertainty, the TouchSource 
Taos solves for both immediate and future needs with a fully functionality digital 
kiosk that also incorporates wellness features. The combination enables you to 
deploy a highly versatile digital display with wayfinding options, temperature 
checking capability and hand sanitizer during the current public health crisis. 

As things change in the future, the temperature functions can be easily 
repurposed as proximity sensors for dynamic content experiences—for a future 
proof, long-term asset that serves every public space.

Educate, Engage, and Protect Your Environment
The TouchSource Taos together with the TouchSource Contactless Suite of 
solutions provides safe, easy-to-use capabilities that protect your tenants and 
visitors while also providing useful and engaging content. Features of the Taos 
wellness kiosk include:

Temperature Sensors & Discrete Notifications

• Sensor-based infrared temperature thermometer utilizes FDA guidelines for 3-
second average benchmark sensing and is accurate to 0.5 degrees

• Integrated ambient temperature and proximity sensors reduce false positive 
readings from the temperature sensors

• Discreet notification of temperature thresholds that exceed pre-defined levels

Elegantly Designed Hand Sanitizer Stations

• Sensor-based contactless hand sanitizer with integrated notifications when 
refills are necessary

• Cost-effectively deploy these stations to all entrances and public spaces using 
exciting digital content to drive usage

Adaptable & Relevant Digital Content Display
• Touch and non-touch HD display with options for 22” or 32” sizes

• Options to display contactless yet interactive digital directory, wayfinding and 
safety messaging

• Enable visitor and vendor acknowledgement of public health procedures and 
mobile compliance capture

• Easy-to-use solution for real-time guest, patient, student, citizen or tenant 
communication

• Leverage TouchSource digital designers to align the experience and kiosk look 
to your brand and messaging

FEATURES

• Elegant architectural-grade kiosks

• Integrated infrared temperature 
sensors

• Integrated contactless hand 
sanitizer

• Incorporate directory and listings 
on the digital display

• Present safety or facility content

• Source localized content

• Easy-to-update content keeps 
pace with rapid change

• Simple, customizable designs for 
offices, clinics, hospitals, schools, 
public sector, and retail

• Available in a variety of colors 
with optional vinyl wraps

Future Proof Wellness Solutions
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Beautiful Aesthetics Meets Practical Usage
Whether you are anticipating a high-volume of people using the kiosk or just 
the occasional visitor, the TouchSource Taos is designed to withstand and 
thrive in most indoor environments. Comes in an array of colors and vinyl 
treatments to fit your brand.

Safely Manage Visitor and Vendor Check-In
Deploy the Taos with TouchSource Contactless solutions for virtual visitor 
notification services and vendor check in management. Visitors simply scan 
the QR code on the TouchSource Taos and fill out the entry form on their own 
mobile device. Store records for auditable for safety compliance management.  

Continue to Deliver a Great Experience 
Navigate more easily between safety needs and a high-quality experience. The 
TouchSource Taos enables you to demonstrably show your commitment to 
visitor health without compromising aesthetics or customer service. The Taos 
and Contactless Solutions don’t store personal information and allow visitors 
to submit information directly to your systems from their mobile devices. 

SPECIFICATIONS:

Dimensions

• 22” Model:  76”(h) x 14” (w) by 
16” (d)

• 32” Model: 84”(h) x 18.5” (w) by 
18.5” (d)

Mounting:

• Includes baseplate with interior 
mounting holes for direct floor 
mounting

• Baseplate will support weight of 
kiosk without mounts

Notes:

• Kiosk is rear lockable with a key 
for security

• Hand sanitizer is standard 1 Gallon 
hand sanitizer liquid (not gel)

• Floor decals available for 
indication of standing locations for 
various height

• Pending ETL and UL certification
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Visit https://touchsource.com/products/taos-wellness-kiosk/ to 
see an image gallery and learn more.

About TouchSource
TouchSource delivers simple solutions for smart spaces that engage 
people. Our captivating digital displays and IoT-connected directory 
solutions improve the experience of tenants, visitors and retail shoppers.. 
Just ask our customers who we’ve proudly served over 9,000 times the 
TouchSource way. 


